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Strong Towns Announces Publication of New Book 
 
Strong Towns is pleased to announce the publication of its newest book, Thoughts on 
Building Strong Towns, Volume II, released on September 24, 2016. This book is an 
essential read for anyone looking to become familiar with Strong Towns concepts like the 
Growth Ponzi Scheme, traditional development patterns and incremental growth, 
bringing together more than twenty key essays that have helped to shape the Strong 
Towns movement. 
 
When the first volume of Thoughts on Building Strong Towns was published in 2011, 
Strong Towns was a fledgling nonprofit. Since then, it has grown into a national media 
organization with an award-winning website, StrongTowns.org, and accompanying 
podcast. Volume II is a chance to share the top essays published on our website in 2015, 
reworked and compiled into compelling chapters including, “Can you be an engineer and 
speak out for reform?” “Dealing with Congestion,” and “My Car Pays Cheaper Rent 
Than Me.” Also included are sections on Strong Towns’ ongoing campaigns, 
#NoNewRoads and #SlowtheCars. The book features writing from Strong Towns’ 
president, Charles Marohn, as well as several of Strong Towns’ regular contributors. 
 
“We’re thrilled to help spread the Strong Towns message of financial resilience through 
this book, and it represents a significant body of Strong Towns thinking from a pivotal 
time in this movement.” –Rachel Quednau, Strong Towns’ communications specialist 
and book editor  
 
The book can be purchased in paperback or ebook format on Amazon, and free copies are 
available for review. Please see our online press kit for accompanying images and book 
excerpts.  
 
About Strong Towns: 
Strong Towns is a national media organization whose mission is to advocate for a model 
of development that allows America's cities, towns and neighborhoods to grow 
financially strong and resilient. Strong Towns reaches an audience of more than 80,000 
readers and listeners per month, and has over 1,000 members. Learn more at 
http://www.strongtowns.org  
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